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accurate Of an instrument or method capable of giving accurate information.
Accurate information about the illness is essential.

acknowledgement A letter confirming receipt of something.
There was no acknowledgement of the family s trauma.

adaption The process of adapting to something (such as environmental
conditions.

adjustment The act of adjusting something to match a standard.
I ve made a few adjustments to my diet.

applicable Relevant or appropriate.
Gave applicable examples to support her argument.

apposite Being of striking appropriateness and pertinence.
The observations are apposite to the discussion.

appropriate Devote (money or assets) to a special purpose.
A funeral conducted the appropriate solemnity.

apropos Of an appropriate or pertinent nature.
The composer s reference to child s play is apropos.

corrective Designed to promote discipline.
Management were informed so that corrective action could be taken.

correctly In a way that is socially acceptable; properly.
She correctly answered eight questions.

correspond
Be analogous or equivalent in character, form, or function.
The carved heads described in the poem correspond to a drawing of
Edgcote House.

exactly In exact terms; without vagueness.
What exactly are you looking for.

factually With regard to what is actually the case; in relation to fact.
The evidence is legally and factually insufficient.
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fit
The particular way in which something especially a garment or
component fits.
She was about to be fitted for her costume.

fitting
Being precisely fitting and right.
It was fitting that his last innings for Middlesex should bring him his
highest first class score.

germane Relevant to a subject under consideration.
That is not germane to our theme.

just Of an opinion or appraisal well founded justifiable.
The sun just now came out.

justness Conformity with some esthetic standard of correctness or propriety.
It was performed with justness and beauty.

legitimate
Make an illegitimate child legitimate declare the legitimacy of
someone.
A legitimate government.

opportune
Suitable or at a time that is suitable or advantageous especially for a
particular purpose.
An opportune arrival.

pertinence Relevance by virtue of being applicable to the matter at hand.

pertinent Relevant or applicable to a particular matter; apposite.
A list of articles pertinent to the discussion.

proper Strictly so called; in its true form.
The two elephant types proper to Africa and to southern Asia.

rectify
Bring, lead, or force to abandon a wrong or evil course of life, conduct,
and adopt a right one.
We are working to rectify the situation.

redress Set upright again.
Some ambitious Architect being called to redress a leaning Wall.

relevant Having a bearing on or connection with the subject at issue.
What small companies need is relevant advice.

revise
Revise or reorganize especially for the purpose of updating and
improving.
Revise a thesis.

right Of or belonging to the political or intellectual right.
Harriet was standing right behind her.

righteous Very good; excellent.
Righteous indignation.
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rightness
The quality or state of being best or most appropriate for a particular
situation.
They argue for the moral rightness of overthrowing the leader by
force.


